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Abs tmc t -  A new approach to  automatic TV 
tuner  alignment is presented. It contains two 
aspects, i.e. hardware (consisting of piecewise- 
linear transcoders) and  software algorithms 
(which optimize tlie transfer fiinctions of these 
transcoders with respect to measured data  
points). This approach allows to choose the  
desired tuner  perforniance and  it yields a nia- 
jor  improvement of the  perforniance/price ratio 
compared to  tlie conventional solution. More 
precisely, performance is defined by tlie rnax- 
imiim frequency mistuiiing of each RF filter. 
For given transcoder memory sizes, t he  pro- 
posed approach improves performance (i.e. de- 
creases niistunings) by a factor 2.7 to 4.5. Or, 
for given performance, i t  reduces transcoder 
memory sizes by a factor 2.  Especially, tlie 
target perforniance considered is a riiaxiinuin 
frequency niistuning of 600 kHz in the  over- 
all frequency band of operation. This target is 
reached with a memory containing only 90 bits 
per  RF filter. 

The proposed approach is also a good can- 
didate for future  higli-definition TV standards,  
wliich will require lower frequency niistunings 
than  today. Beyond TV tuner  alignnient, it  is 
attractive in all systems requiring very simple 
and/or  fast adaptive transcoders. Especially, 
i t  may be applied to  the automatic electronic 
tuning of integrated active filters and phase 
sliifters. 

1 Introduction 

The main topic of this paper is ”TV tuner align- 
ment”. This notion is defined precisely in the 
next section and may be summarized a.s follows: 
when a T V  tuner is assembled in a fxtory,  its 

radio-frequency filters do not have the right cen- 
ter frequencies, because of component spreads. 
Therefore, these spreads must be compensated 
for, by adjusting some parameters of each filter 
of each manufactured tuner. This operation is 
called tuner alignment. Today, it is performed 
manually, by bending coils and checking result- 
ing performance. It is therefore time-consuming 
and costly. 

Conversely, in this paper we are concerned with 
approaches which yield automatic operation and 
lower alignment time, and which may provide 
higher performance by optimizing a larger set of 
parameters. Such an approach has been presented 
in [l], but it yields excessive hardware complex- 
ity. Conversely, in this paper we propose a so- 
lution elaborated so as to minimize the required 
amount of hardware. This approach contains two 
aspects, i.e. dedicated hardware transcoders and 
associated software algorithms which optimize the 
transfer functions of these transcoders according 
to  an approximatior, criterion which is fixed by 
the tuner application. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol- 
lows. Section 2 presents the principles of manually 
aligned tuners. Section 3 describes both types of 
automatically aligned tuners, i.e. the conventional 
approach and the solution proposed in this pa- 
per. The hardware complexity of the transcoders 
used in automatically aligned tuners is discussed 
in Section 4. Simulations results are provided in 
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclu- 
sions drawn from this investigation focused on TV 
tuners, and outlines applications of the proposed 
approach to other types of systems. 
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intermediate-frequency signal ( I F )  by mixing a 

V 
2 Manually aligned tuners 

Vl J 

the tuner). Therefore, the synthesizer receives a 
digital word N corresponding to fffo and defined 
as: fffo = N.S ,  where S is the frequency step of 
the synthesizer. The synthesizer then adjusts V t  
so that the actual oscillation frequency fLo be- 
comes equal to the desired one, i.e. to fro. To 
sum up, the current frequency of operation is de- 
fined by the selected word N ,  which is called "the 
frequency word" below, and which controls the os- 
cillation frequency of the local oscillator. 

The center frequencies of the filters should ide- 
ally be equal to f ~ p ,  i.e. they should track fLo 

(because, as explained above, f L o  - ~ R F  = f,F). 

With the current tuner structure, this condition 
is not completely inet and the performance is de- 
fined by the frequency inistuning of each filter (i.e. 
the difference between its desired and actual cen- 
ter frequencies) obtained for each frequency word 
N .  These mistunings result from the following 
phenomena. In this type of tuners. the varicaps of 

even with optiinally matched component values in 
the R F  filters and local oscillator, this structure 
yields significant inistunings a t  some frequencies. 
The typical component values are chosen so as to 
obtain an acceptable balance of these inistunings 
over the coinplete frequency band. On the other 
hand, when manufacturing a set of tuners in a 
tuner factory, the components used have spread 
values. This yields unacceptable frequency mis- 
tunings, so that sonie component values must be 
adjusted in  order to compensate for coinponent 
spreads. Each tuner is therefore "aligned" indi- 
vidually, by manually bending the coils of the RF 
filters while checking the resulting performance, 
so as to reduce observed mistunings (details about 
such an alignment procedure may be found in [ 6 ] ) .  
Tuner alignment is therefore time-consuming and 
requires human operation, which induces signifi- 
cant costs. In addition, performance is thus lim- 
ited by the fact that only a single pararneter (i.e. 
the coil) is tuned to compensate for component 
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spreads. A way to  solve these problems consists 
in using automatically aligned tuners, which are 
presented in the next section. 

3 Automatically aligned tuners 

3.1 Overall tuner structure 

A typical automatically aligned tuner is shown in 
Fig. 3 (for one frequency band). I t  differs from the 
manually aligned structure in the voltages (Vil 
to Vi,) applied to  the varicaps of the RF fil- 
ters for controlling their center frequencies. Here, 
these voltages are created by single-input single- 
output digital transcoders (TRl  to TR3).  Each 
transcoder receives the selected frequency word hr 
and basically provides the corresponding voltage 
V t ,  used to control the considered filter. More pre- 
cisely, it is associated with a Digital/Analog Con- 
verter (DAC), which converts its digital output 
into an  analog voltage. Moreover, each transcoder 
is preferably designed so as to  output the voltage 
difference AVt, = V t ,  - V t .  This voltage differ- 
ence is then added to  V t  in order to obtain V i t .  
This provides partial temperature compensation 
and reduces the range of the transcoder output 
(and thus the size of its memory). 

As shown below, each transcoder transfer func- 
tion is autoinatically created during factory align- 
ment, so as to fit the ideal function which would 
entail no mistunings. This yields automatic coni- 
ponent spread compensation and lower alignment 
time. Moreover, this approach is flexible, since 
it aIIows to seIect freely the number of param- 
eters of the transcoder transfer functions which 
are adjusted during alignment. This allows to 
choose the desired trade-off between the comples- 
ity of the transcoders and the accuracy of the all- 
proximating functions that they provide (which 
defines the magnitude of the mistunings). Espe- 
cially, this structure may be configured so as to 
yield higher performance than manually aligned 
tuners. This is not crucial today, because the re- 
quirements of the current T V  standards on per- 
formance may be met by manually aligned tuners. 
But future high-definition TV standards will re- 
quire much better tracking between the frequen- 
cies of the RF filters and local oscillator. This will 

Prim. Sec. 
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Fig. 3: Structure of an automatically aligned tuner 
(one frequency band). 

probably not be achievable by only tuning a coil, 
so that trans co der- b asecl tuners will then appear 
even more adva.ntageous. 

3.2 Conventional transcoder structure 
and alignment procedure 

An approach based on the overall tuner structure 
presented above has been proposed [l]. It uses 
automatic test measurements, performed in the 
tuner factory for each filter of each tuner and for 
a given set of equidjstant frequency words N .  For 
each such frequency, the test system sends a vary- 
ing input to the DAC of the considered filter. For 
each such DAC input, it measures the center fre- 
quency of the filter and it derives its mistuning (by 
also taking into account the frequency of the local 
oscillator which is measured once for each test fre- 
quency). It thus determines the optimum DAC in- 
put,  i.e. the one which yields the lowest mistuning. 
This optimum DAC input is then stored in the 
memory (EEPROM) contained by the transcoder. 
Then, during normal operation, when the user se- 
lects a channel, the transcoder operates as follows. 
It first compares the current frequency word N to 
those used during the test measurements (this may 
be performed b j  relatively simple hardware decod- 
ing means when using fixed and equidistant mea- 
surement frequencies with an adequate frequency 
step). If the current N is equal to one of those used 
during the measurements, then the transcoder di- 
rectly outputs the corresponding optimum DAC 
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input stored in its memory. Otherwise, it outputs 
a value obtained by performing a lineaa interpola- 
tion between the two optimum DAC inputs corre- 
sponding to  the two test frequencies which irnme- 
diately surround tlie current frequency. 

In fact, this description already corresponds to 
a modified version of the conventional approach. 
In the original structure, each transcoder only con- 
sists of memory. The accesses to that memory and 
the interpolation computations are performed by 
the microprocessor of the TV set, and the results 
are then sent t o  the tuner on tlie bus of the T V  
set. The drawback of this origina.1 approach is 
that  it is not software conipatible wi th  stantlard 
TV sets. Software cornpatibility is obtained by 
including all the needed cornputational capability 
in the transcoder, thus yielding the modified ver- 
sion described above. This is tlie version which is 
preferred and referred to as tlie "conventional ap- 
proach" in the remainder of this paper. A possible 
structure for its transcoders inay be derived froin 
the above principles of operation. An alternative 

ited DAC resolution). Therefore, low mistun- 
ings are obtained at  these frequencies. But this 
is achieved at  the expense of high mistunings 
at  operation frequencies situated far from their 
adjacent test measurement frequencies, since the 
actual linear transfer function of tlie transcoder 
is then far from the ideal non-linear one. On 
the other hand, equidistant test measurement fre- 
quencies yield equi-width segments in the transfer 
function of the transcoder. This provides much 
higher niistunings in the segments corresponding 
to the frequency sub-ranges where the ideal trans- 
fer function of the transcoder is much more non- 
linear. Because of these unbalanced mistunings, 
this structure is not optimum, i.e. it does not min- 
iniize the number of measured values that must 
be stored in the transcoder memory to achieve 
given overall performance (i.e. given worst-case 
mistiming over the whole band). Conversely, the 
approach presented below was elaborated so as to 
reduce the size of the transcoder memory. 

solution is presented in the next subsection. 
To measure the performance a.chieved by this 

approach, a performance criterion should first be 

3.3 Proposed transcoder structure and 
alignment procedure 

chosen. Tuner experts of the Philips company cle- 
fine the overall performance of a filter and associ- 
ated transcoder as follows. First, for a single fre- 
quency word N ,  tlie perforniance is equal to the 
absolute value of the frequency mistuning, which 
results from the difference between the ideal and 
actual voltages at  tlie output of the transcoder 
(or of the DAC). Then, the overall performance is 
defined by using asworst-case approach, i.e. it is 
the highest value among all the absolute frequency 
mistunings obtained over the coniplete frequency 
band of operation (i.e. for all the discrete values 
N situated in that band). 

With this performance criterion, the major 
drawback of the tuner structure presented above is 
to achieve a bad balance of the mistunings which 
occur a t  various frequencies. This lack of lid- 
ance has two causes. On one hand, this type of 
transcoder yields a piecewise-linear transfer func- 
tion, which is such that for operation frequencies 
equal t o  test measiirenient frequencies the COII- 

trol voltages of the RF filters are close to the 
ideal ones (the difference only results from lini- 

The approach proposed in this paper is also based 
on the overall tuner structure presented in Subsec- 
tion 3.1. Its specific features concern the hardware 
structure of the transcoders and the method used 
to initialize their transfer functions, i.e. the align- 
ment pro ced lire. 

These transcoders contain logic circuitry, that 
they niay share in order to reduce overall hard- 
ware coniplexity, and individual memory (EEP- 
ROM). The logic defines the functional form of the 
transfer functions that they inay implement, while 
tlie content of the memory of each transcoder 
specifies a particular function having this form. 
These transcoders are intended to be embedded 
into one of tlie integrated circuits of the tuner. 
This requires simple logic and small memories 
(and hence, limited sensitivity to truncation ef- 
fects). Therefore, the selected functional form 
consists of piecewise-linear functions (or in fact ap- 
proximations of such functions: see below). Their 
number of segments 772 is fixed. Conversely, the 
other parameter values of the transfer function 
of each transcoder are optimizecl during factory 
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alignment, so as to compensate for component 
spreads. 

To this end, the alignment procedure uses test 
measurements which differ as follows from those 
performed in the conventional approach. First, 
these measurements may here be performed at  any 
frequencies, thus yielding a set of measurements 
which may correspond to any arbitrary subset of 
the overall set of possible frequency words. This 
feature may be used to reduce the number of mea- 
surements needed to achieve given performance, 
by performing more meassurernents in frequency 
sub-ranges where the ideal transcoder response is 
highly non-linear. The overall alignment time is 
thus reduced. In addition, for each measurement 
frequency, these measurements aim at determin- 
ing the ideal transcoder output or ideal DAC in- 
put,  i.e. the real-valued DAC input which would 
yield no mistunings. This ideal value cannot be 
determined exactly, because in practice the DAC 
input can only take integral values. However, the 
software algorithms of the test system situa.ted in  
the factory can determine a good estimate of this 
ideal value by performing a n  interpolation from 
the mistunings obtained for various integer-valued 
DAC inputs. These measurements yield a. set of 
points which are specific to each filter because of 
component spreads, and which are each defined 
by two coordinates, i.e. a frequency word N and 
an estimate of the corresponding ideal transcoder 
output. Here, these points are not stored directly 
in the transcoder memory but temporarily kept 
in the test system of the tuner factory. The next 
step consists in deriving an "optiiiiun1" piecewise- 
linear approximating function for this discrete set 
of measurement points. This approxiniating func- 
tion will then be used as the transfer function of 
the transcoder. This approach has the following 
two consequences. On one hand, one should define 
the "error" corresponding to a given filter (only 
known through the set of measurements points de- 
scribed above, which partly defines its ideal tun- 
ing curve) and to an arbitrary transcoder trans- 
fer function (supposed to be piecewise-linear, be- 
cause of above assumption). The definition of 
this "error" is derived from the a.pplic.a.tion it- 

worst-case mistuning over the complete frequency 
band). Therefore, we defined an error which is 
an estimate of this overall niistuning and which 
only uses the available data  (i.e. the measurement 
points and the para.meter values of the considered 
transcoder transfer function). A mathematical de- 
scription of this "error" is provided in [7].  On the 
other hand, algorithms are needed to determine 
an optimum transcoder transfer function, i.e. a 
transfer function which minimizes the "error" de- 
fined above (for the considered filter). The algo- 
rithms that we developed to  this end are presented 
in [?,SI. 

This alignment proc.edure yields the follow- 
ing madn features. The test system situated in 
the factory contains software algorithms which 
receive nieasiired values and which derive the 
parameter values of a corresponding optimum 
piecewise-linear function. These parameter val- 
ues are then stored in the memory (EEPROM) 
of the transcoder, which is thus completely 
aligned. Each transcoder transfer function is thus 
piecewise-linear, as in the conventional approach. 
However, the parameters of each segment (i.e, 
width in frequency domain and position of cor- 
responding line) are optimized, with respect to 
overall mistiming. This should yield a higher 
performance/rnernory-size ratio than the conven- 
tional approa.ch. This is confirmed by the simula- 
tion results presented in Section 5. 

Any piecewise-linear function determined by 
this alignment procedure may be mapped into var- 
ious t ransco der architectures. When high-speed 
operation is required, a paranel neural network 
irnplenientation similar to  [9] is preferable. Con- 
versely, in the tuner application the main require- 
ment is on hardware simplicity while speed is not 
a bottleneck. Therefore, simple structures based 
on serial computations are preferred, a t  the ex- 
pense of slower operation. The basic structure 
corresponding to this approach is represented in 
Fig. 4. This transcoder provides y = f(z), de- 
fined as follows. Its input z is here a frequency 
word N. Its output y is a digital word, to be 
here used a.s a DAC input. Its transfer function 
f is a piecewise-linear function (more precisely, 

self: as stated above, real performance is mea- 
sured by the overall frequency niistuning (i.e. the 

an approximation of such a function: see below) 
containing 771. segments, where 772 is fixed for a 
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X 

Fig. 4: Basic transcoder structure. 

ages overall operation. This controller especially 
contains a register (see block "U" of Fig. 4) which 
holds a segment index U which evolves as ex- 
plained below. The transcoder memory (see up- 
per right part of Fig. 4) contains ( m  + 1) lines. 
Each one of these lines contains a point of the 
transcoder transfer function, i.e. (z", yu) with 
U = 0 to 7n. The points indexed by U = 1 to 
m - 1 correspond to the limits between the seg- 
ments of the function f, starting from the low- 
est values of the input 2 up to the highest ones. 
The points corresponding to U = 0 and m may 
be arbitrary points situated resp. in the leftmost 
and rightmost segments. It should be clear that 
the values of all these point coordinates are auto- 
matically assigned by the alignment software al- 
gorithms mentioned above, when filling the EEP- 
R O M  of the transcoder a t  the factory. They are 
then used as explained below during normal op- 
eration. The remainder of the transcoder (see 
lower part of Fig. 4) performs the following oper- 
ations. It contains a "point register" (see blocks 
2, and yu in Fig. 4) ,  where the coordinates of 

+ f w  
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phase therefore only consists in performing a lin- which finally yield the minimulti number of bits for 
ear interpolation between these two points (see the a given acceptable overall mistuning. These val- 
block f (z )  in Fig. 4), and in providing this value ues depend on the type of tuner considered, and 
as the transcoder output. More precisely, only an numerical values are therefore provided in Section 
approximation of linear interpolation is used here, 5. In addition, the step s should preferably be set 
i.e. the actual transcoder output is the nearest in- to a power of 2 when possible, so that the compu- 
teger t o  the value that  would correspond to  exact tation of m,.s only consists of a shift of mu. Other 
linear interpolation. This approximation is attrac- transcoder structures may be created. Especially, 
tive because it yields a simpler transcoder struc- speed is increased by using a dichotomic search to 
ture. Moreover, it does not significantly degrade determine which segment contains the current in- 
performance. This is shown by the simulation re- put 2. Finally, it should be noted that all these 
sults presented below and inay be explained as transcoders perform all needed computations and 
follows. On one hand, perforniing exact linear in- therefore provide software compatibility with cur- 
terpolation would be useless because anyway the rent TV sets, in the same way as the conventional 
transcoder output is to be used as a quantized (in- approach. 
teger) DAC input. On the other hand. performing 

4 Hardware complexity of the exact linear interpolation would also be mea.ning- 
less because the initial values, i.e. the inenlory 
points, have quantized (integer) values. transcoders 

An improved version of the transcoder is ob- 
tained as follows. First, instead of storing the ab- 
solute X coordinates z, of the points which de- 
fine the transfer function f, only their differences 
(xu - z , ~ - ~ )  are stored in the memory (except tha.t 
the absolute value xo of the first point is stored). 
When processing each current input z, the abso- 
lute xu are successively computed from the avail- 
able differences, thus taking advantage of the fact 

The transcoders described in the previous section 
contain two parts, i.e: 

e The logic (see lower and left parts of Fig. 4), 
which may be shared by all transcoders in 
order to reduce hardware complexity , and 
which aims a t  performing computations from 
the tra.nscoder input and memory content, in 
order to derive the transcoder output. 

that  the segments must be accessed for succes- 
sive U anyway. These computations only use the 
hardware means already available, and this ap- 

a The memory (see right part of Fig. 4), whose 
content is specific to each transcoder. 

proach reduces the number of memory bits needed 
for the information concerning the X coordinates, 
because the differences ( x t I  - zti-l) require fewer 
bits than the absolute n.,,. The next niotlification 
of the approach consists in only allowing each of 
these differences to be a multiple mtI of a given 
step s. Only the multiples mtl are stored in mem- 
ory, and the differences (2, - T ~ - ~ )  are derived 
from mu as: xu - = m,,.s. This approach 
yields an additional reduction of the memory size, 

The complexity of the logic has been investi- 
gated in the case when a large part of the inter- 
nal operations of the transcoder are performed se- 
quentially, in  order to reduce complexity. This 
complexity mainly depends on the number of bits 
of the values processed, as opposed to the number 
of segments 711.. Moreover, the considered Silicon 
implementation yields a complexity per bit close 
to 110 gates (or 500 transistors), corresponding to 
a Silicon area close to 0.1 nim2 in a 1pm tech- 

since the multiples ni, require fewer bits than the 
differences. However, it may also degrade the per- 
forinance obtained with a given number ?n of seg- 
ments, because only a few discrete values are now 
accepted for the parameters s, in the alignment 
software algorithms. The goal is then to deter- 
mine s and the set of values allowed for each 

nology. For the tuner type considered in the next 
section, the DAC resolution must be set to 10 bits. 
The values processed by the transcoders then also 
contain 10 bits, resulting in a Silicon area close to 
1 vmi2 for all the logic, which is quite modest. 

The complexity of the memory is defined by its 
number of bits. It depends on the number of seg- 
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ments m, and thus on the desired performance and 
on the considered approach to  tuner alignment. It 
is therefore derived froin simulations and provided 
in the next section. 

TABLE I 
COMPONENT VALUES USED I N  THE RESONATORS 

(TYPICAL VALUES AND RANGES) 

5 Simulations 

5.1 Simulation conditions 

Simulations were performed with the two auto- 
matically aligned tuners presented above, i.e. with 
the conventional and proposed structures (which 
operate in one frequency band). These simula- 
tions were focused on the mistiming of an RF fil- 
ter (for a given local oscillator). With the coin- 
ponent values used in the resonators (see typi- 
cal values and ranges in Table I) ,  the c,onsidered 
tuners correspond to the medium band of a com- 
plete 3-band tuner, and this mediiirn band is equal 
to [200MHz,488MHz] for the local oscillator. All 
simulations were performecl under the assumption 
of matched varicaps in the R.F filter and local oscil- 
lator, since this is the case in current commercial 
tuners. This was modelled by using exactly tlie 
same varicap parameters in both resonators. This 
is realistic because the results provided below cor- 
respond to  resonator component values providing 
worst-case mistunings, and in this ca.se the niis- 
tunings resulting from different but nia.tc.hed va.ri- 
caps are much lower than those resulting from tlie 
other component values. The nuniber of parts nL 
of the transfer functions of the transcoders was 
varied in the simulations, in order to investigate 
the resulting tuner performance. Especially, we 
determined the number of parts 772 and the corre- 
sponding memory size needed to reach tlie speci- 
fied target (i.e. 600 kHz mistunings). 

Ideal linear DACs were iised. Their resolu- 
tion R (i.e. their number of bits) a.nd their LSB 
(i.e. the voltage step corresponding to  their Least 
Significant Bit) were selected as follows. Philips 
tuner experts showed that tlie inaxiiniini accept- 
able mistuning in the considered band is about 
600 kHz. This inistuning results froin both the 
truncation effects in the.DAC (i.e. limited resolu- 
tion) and the fact that  the tiining fiinction created 
by the transcoder is only an approximation of the 
ideal tuning curve. This mea.ns that triinca.tion 

effects in the DAC alone should yield frequency 
mistunings somewhat lower than GOO kHz, e.g. 
300 kHz to allow an additional 300 kHz error for 
tlie approximation effect. In addition, simulations 
showed that the considered type of tuner yields 
a maximum "tiining slope" close to 20 MHz/V 
(where the tuning slope is the slope of the curve 
providing the resonance frequency of a resonator 
vs. tlie control voltage of its varicap). Therefore, 
the maximum voltage error accepted at the out- 
put of the DAC is 300 kHz / (20 MHz/V) = 15 
mV. This is the maximum acceptable DAC LSB. 
Moreover, simulations showed that the range re- 
quired for the DAC output is about [-7V,+7V]. 
This yields the inininiuni DAC resolution R, de- 
fined by: 2R*15 nrV > 14V, and therefore R = 10. 
This resolution value deserves the following com- 
ments. It does not depend on the considered ap- 
proach to autoniatic aligment (i.e. conventional 
v b .  proposed approach), but on the target perfor- 
mance and on the fact that  only linear DACs were 
used. It is relatively high. To reduce it, a useful 
extension of the approach would consist in using 
non-linear DACs (which have a lower LSB in do- 
mains where a higher voltage accuracy is required, 
i.e. where the tuning slope is high). 

5.2 First set of simulations 

In the first set of simulations, the coordinates xu 
stored in the transcoder of the proposed tuner 
structure were allowed to have any values. The 
alignment algorithms therefore provided the op- 
tirniim values among all real values. This cor- 
responds to using the first transcoder described 
in Subsection 3.3. These simulations allowed 
to derive the overall mistuning corresponding to 
each coilsidered value of the number of segments 
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m, both for the proposed and conventional ap- 
proaches (see Fig. 5 ) .  This confirmed that the 
proposed approach provides much lower mistun- 
ings for given m. However, it requires a few ad- 
ditional bits per segment to store the coordinates 
z,, as explained above. The paranleter of inter- 
est is the final number of bits required to  achieve 
given mistuning. This was investigated with the 
adequate version of the transcoder, thus yielding 
the second set of simulations presented below. 

The results presented here were also compared 
with those obtained in a non-realistic' version 
where no truncation effects would occur ( i n  the 
DACs, in the transcoder ineriiory words and in lin- 
ear interpolation). Very similar results were thus 
obtained. This confirms that truncation effects do 
not significantly degrade perforrliance in the con- 
sidered conditions, where the overall Inistunings 
remain high enough as coinpared t o  the liinitation 
set by the DAC. 

5.3 Second set of simulations 

In the second set of simulations, the coordinates 
2, stored in the transcoder of the proposed tuner 
were restricted to be in a small discrete set of al- 
lowed values. This approach corresponds to  using 
the second transcoder described in Subsection 3 .3 .  
The principles of this transcoder were provided i n  
that section, while the selection of the set of val- 
ues allowed for each m,, and of the parameter s 
will now be considered. 

The number of values allowed for 7 n 1 ,  should be 
as low as possible, in order to  ininirnize the nuin- 
ber of bits to be stored in the transcoder memory. 
The minimuin allowed In, is equal to 1. The max- 
imum allowed mu is set to a value which depends 
on the type of tuners considered: if the ideal trans- 
fer function of the transcoder (or tuning curve of 
the tuner) is highly non-linear in some frequency 
domains, the segments which ininimize the max- 
imum inistunings are much narrower in the non- 
linear domains than i n  the linear ones. For the 
tuner type considered heie, simulations show that 
the optimum segment widths are in a ratio 5 to 
1. The maximum allowed m,, is then set to  5 (in 
order to  reduce the nu~nber of bits: it could be set 
to  a higher value, by using a sinaller step s: this 

Overall frequency niistnuing (in hl IIz) 

I 1 I I I I l l  I 

conventional tuner + 
proposed tuner + 

1 IO 30 
K u i i i h w  oTseg~~irnf.s m 

Fig. 5: Overall frequency mistuning (i.e. maximum 
mistuning over the complete frequency band) vs. num- 
ber of segments 7 1 1  for both types of automatically 
aligned tuners (i.e. convent,ional and proposed struc- 
tures). 

would yield Inore precise optimization but would 
require more bits). The simplest solution would 
therefore consist in allowing mu = 1 or 5 only, 
and in storing a single bit in the memory for each 
mu to  define which of these two values is selected. 
However, allowing only two values is likely to yield 
low performance, because the coordinates xu are 
thus far from their optimum values. Therefore, it 
is preferred t o  use two memory bits per value m,. 
This yields 4 possible values for each memory word 
defining a value ?nu, i.e. the set of values allowed 
for all mu contains 4 values situated in the range 1 
to  5. In other words, one of the values of this range 
cannot be used. It is chosen to  forbid the value 
4, because the lacking value is expected to yield 
lower performance degradation if it is in the higher 
end of the range of allowed values. This approach 
finally yields the following hardware structure. To 
define indirectly each z,, the transcoder memory 
contains a 2-bit word, whose value ranges from 0 
to  3 .  This value should be sent to  a very sim- 
ple hardware block which derives the correspond- 
ing value 772, according to the following table: the 
memory words 0, 1, 2, 3 resp. correspond to mu 
= 1, 2, 3 ,  5 (which are the values allowed for mu, 
as explained above). 2, is then derived from m, 
as explained in Section 3 .  

The parameter s is selected according to the 
considered tuner parameters, because it depends 
on the overall frequency band of operation of the 
tuner. and on the nuinber rn of segments in which 
this band is split. It also depends on the set of 

. 
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G Conclusions this approa.ch applies to va,rious types of electronic 
tunings, aiiiiing at  compensating for components 

A complete solution to automatic T V  tuner align- 
inent has been developed. TI& approacli con- 
tains two aspects, i.e. hardware (consisting of the 
piecewise-linear transcoders presented above) a n d  

spreads. 
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